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Learning goals

Learn how to use the QCAA 
Aerospace Systems subject 
report to inform teaching and 
assessment practice.

You will know you are successful if 
you can reflect purposefully on the 
information provided in the subject 
report to determine how you can 
improve your school’s internal 
assessment in Aerospace Systems.

Success criteria



Finding subject reports

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The subject report is available on the public website shown on this screen, and the pathway to access the report has been highlighted. Teachers an also access the subject report on the QCAA Portal under the Resources tab in the Syllabus tile.  



The purpose of the subject report
2021 summative assessment cycle key outcomes:
• Quality assurance: Endorsement and Confirmation
• External assessment results

• Effective practices and practices to strengthen
‒ Internal assessment
 Assessment design (validity, accessibility)
 Assessment decisions (reliability)

‒ External assessment
 Teaching and learning

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The basic purpose for the subject report is to support schools to reflect on how they might improve the quality of teaching, learning and assessment, given the state-wide feedback it contains. The subject report is developed based on the 2021 summative assessment cycle and provides key outcomes from endorsement, confirmation and external assessment. The advice contained in the subject report aims to support school leaders, subject leaders and teachers.  Although all the information may not be directly applicable to all schools all the time, the reflective opportunity is one that should be acknowledged by all schools. The subject PEO can assist with supporting schools. This resource is an opportunity to reflect on this information. For school-specific questions, please contact the subject PEO.



Structure of the webinar

CELEBRATE UNPACK REFLECT STRENGTHEN QUESTIONS

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Structure of the webinarcelebrating  student resultsunpacking the subject reportreflection on practiceshighlighting the practices to strengthenquestions



Subject data summary: Distribution of standards

Year 2020 2021

Students 157 140

A 18 (11.4%) 21 (15%)

B 52 (33.1%) 43 (30.7%)

C 75 (47.7%) 67 (47.8%)

D 10 (6.3%) 9 (6.4%)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Subject data summary — distribution of standards between 2020 and 2021Reflection questionsDoes the state distribution of standards align with your experience? How have you changed or altered your practices using information from the subject report?Reflecting on the information in the subject report, what changes do you intend to implement in the future?



Internal assessment

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Overview of internal assessment endorsement for 2021Looking purely at the numbers — compared with 2020 data, assessment design has not improved over the past year apart from IA3. A closer look at the subject report advice will provide more insight about why this has occurred. Anecdotally, we have encountered the same issues year to year, which contributes to most non-endorsed instruments, many of which can be avoided if we pay special attention to the advice in the subject report.Last year’s figures:IA1 38% endorsed at Application 1, IA2 38% endorsed at Application 1, IA3 92% endorsed at Application 1Reflection questionsHow has endorsement changed the way you design assessment?How do your school’s internal quality assurance processes contribute to assessment design?In Aerospace Systems, there has been some duplicate tasks, and tasks that are too similar to the QCAA sample. Sharing ideas with a community of practice is a good thing, but it is important that your task is different from that of another school.Endorsed tasks are owned by the school where you work; if you change schools, please ensure that changes are made to any tasks you design for your new school.



IA1: Project — folio (25%)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Please consider the assessment decisions overview for the IA1 project folio provided on this slide. Looking at the Percentage of agreement with provisional, percentage less than and percentage greater than columns, you notice that: between 76% and 84% of provisional results were agreeable, which is hugely positiveCriteria 3 — Synthesising and evaluating saw the most downward movement at 23% (column 4, percentage less then) historically, the higher cognitions have the most movement, which is mainly due to the number of characteristics required in this criterion and the requirements of the cognitions and qualifiers for each performance level drawn from the syllabus glossary the 5th column (percentage greater) indicates cohorts where there was upward movement in a single criterion (inconsistent application) of which there was 0%the final column (percentage both less and greater) indicates those cohorts where there was a mix of upward and downward movement in a single criterion (inconsistent application) of which there was also 0% for the IA1 Project — folio. 



Effective practices Practices to strengthen
• gave opportunity to demonstrate 

understanding of the subject 
matter for the unit and topics 
covered

• provided a context relating to the 
subject matter 

• contained authentication 
strategies

• address topics as required by the 
syllabus 

• address all assessment 
specifications

• allow opportunities for unique 
responses

• have appropriate scale 

IA1: Project — folio (25%)
The match of evidence revealed some effective practices and practices 
that need strengthening.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Initially, 76.92% of provisional results were confirmed. However, there are still some areas to strengthen. The slide has some recommendations to assist schools with assessment decisions. Reflection questionsWhat does effective matching of individual elements mean to you?How can task design contribute to strengthening practice as per the slide?Can you identify some strategies to ensure students provide a unique response? How can you ensure the scale of the assessment is appropriate? The samples over the next few slides will elaborate on the advice.What does effective matching of individual elements mean to you? Criterion 1: Retrieving and comprehending — competent symbolisation and appropriate explanation of some ideas, a solution and relationships in relation to aerospace management, safety, airline and/or airport operations with visual frameworks, causal and feedback loops, flow charts, diagrams, sketches and/or pictures. The ISMG requires that a response provides a range of:visual frameworks, e.g. systems diagrams and models (mind maps)causal and feedback loops flow charts diagrams sketches and/or pictures.Thus, without a range of these parts, it is difficult for students to access the performance levels above the mid to top mark ranges. Furthermore, in Criterion 2 — Analysing, if there is no determination of some solution success criteria in response to the problem, the ability for students to access the mid and high performance levels becomes very challenging. Lastly, in Criterion 3 — Synthesising and evaluating, if there are no elements of data to assess the feasibility of the proposal presented, the ability for students to access the performance levels above the 2–3-mark range again becomes really difficult. When addressing language and reference conventions, it important that students are aware that:written communication uses language, symbols and texts to communicate ideas, solutions and information to specified audiences and should include specialised language and terminology to communicate in aerospace contexts reference conventions require a recognised system of in-text referencing and a reference list as determined in the school policy. When developing scaffolding and drafting strategies:teachers provide feedback on one draft. They may provide feedback on the draft response in a variety of ways: in writing or orally, to an individual or to the whole class, and/or through questioning. When drafting a project folio, it is best practice to not break Part A and Part B into multiple one draft sections and is more appropriate to complete a draft once both Part A and Part B are complete to ensure continuity across the entire project folio providing feedback is a consultative process, not a marking process. Feedback on a draft must not compromise the authenticity of student work.How can task design contribute to strengthening practice as per the slide?- Have greater understanding of the requirements of cognitions and qualifiers and their relationship to the specifications.  - Use language conventions, specific vocabulary and language features.- Use referencing conventions to practise ethical scholarship for particular purposes.- Use scaffolding and drafting strategies. Can you identify some strategies to ensure students provide a unique response? Allow some choice in the location of an airport, e.g. two different RWY or terminal locations within the boundary of the proposed airport.Allow some choice by investigating an aircraft accident for within a timeframe, e.g accidents between 2010 and 2015.Allow some choice by proposing a solution for an airline experiencing financial loss, e.g chosen international or domestic airline. How can you ensure the scale of the assessment is appropriate? Do the assessment yourself as the classroom teacher.If it takes too long, then narrow the scope.If it can’t be completed in the conditions, then the scale is too large.



IA1: Project — folio (25%)
Sample response

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This student response excerpt has been included:to demonstrate representations of ideas and relationships using highly skilled causal and feedback loops with valuable and relevant annotations that display intellectual perception about ideas and a solution in relation to the problem.Aspects that make this sample adept are:both causal loop and feedback loop/flow chart unpack the airline/operations systems and relationships with a layout that is very/highly skilled and well thought outthat safety is discussed with regard to security, revenue streams and airline economics   both causal loop and feedback loop/flow chart use colour-coded connecting lines to outline the negative, positive and neutral impacts, with a ‘key’ showing proficient understanding.Adept: very/highly skilled or proficient at something; expert Causal chain: an ordered sequence or chain of events where one event is dependent on a previous event Flow charts: diagrams that show step-by-step progression through a procedure or system especially using connecting lines, arrows and a set of conventional symbols; used to illustrate a solution model to a given problem Visual framework: diagrams that model and examine a system beyond individual events to investigate patterns of behaviour (changes over time), underlying structures (organisation and relationship between system elements) and mental models 			



IA1: Project — folio (25%)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This student response excerpt has been included to demonstrate:well-structured analysis and synthesis with valid information that is coherent and logical in order to support the student’s new understandingdiscerning refinement of the ideas and solutions using success criteria purposeful generation of solutions to provide valid data to critically assess the feasibility of the proposals.Aspects that make this sample considered are:the researched information has been formed after careful and deliberate thoughtthe advantages and disadvantages have been discussed and align with the structure of the problem the analysed research information helps inform the solution and directly relates to the success criteria.  Relevant: bearing upon or connected with the matter in hand; to the purpose; applicable and pertinent; having a direct bearing on Considered: formed after careful and deliberate thought 



IA1: Project — folio (25%)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This student response excerpt has been included to demonstrate:discerning refinement of the ideas and solutions using success criteria purposeful generation of solutions to provide valid data to critically assess the feasibility of the proposals.Aspects that make this sample purposeful and discerning are:that the ideas and solution have been refined using the success criteria, which had been made through thoughtful and astute choices that there is accurate and valid data that critically assesses the feasibility of proposal, e.g. it complies with standards set by ICAO and CASA, which are linked and aligned with previous data provided by the studentthe data provided had been refined to show some areas of weakness and discussed the significant steps taken to address the feasibility of the solution, including aspects of safety with regard to airport personnel and property. Purposeful: having an intended or desired result; having a useful purpose; determined; resolute; full of meaning; significant; intentional Discerning: discriminating; showing intellectual perception; showing good judgment; making thoughtful and astute choices; selected for value or relevanceData: documented information or evidence of any kind that lends itself to scientific interpretation; data may be quantitative or qualitative 



Reflection

Reflection questions
• Think about how your students are 

implementing the problem-solving 
process. Is their work truly iterative?

• Has the information revealed any 
specific areas where you could 
modify your practices?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Additional informationTeachers should use the strategies identified in the QCE and QCIA policy and procedures handbook to:encourage students to focus on the success criteria, as both the Analysing criterion and the Synthesising and evaluating criterion rely on student inclusion of clear success criteria. Explicit inclusion ensures the evidence can be clearly identifiedmanage response length to ensure that student responses meet the conditions of the syllabus, which should be determined in the school’s policy Note: Title pages, contents pages, abstract, bibliography, reference lists and appendixes are not included in the page count and should not be used to assess students  use ISMG from syllabus without any changesensure that all pages are correctly scanned in PDF files before uploading for confirmation, especially for double-sided student responses seek feedback on draft assessment tasks from across their community of practice (i.e. within the school and, where possible, between schools) to ensure accuracy of subject matter content.promote academic integrity to ensure that student responses clearly demonstrate their students’ own achievement.



IA2: Examination (25%)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Please consider the assessment decisions overview for the IA2 exam provided for you on the slide. Looking at the Percentage of agreement with provisional, percentage less than and percentage greater than columns, you notice that: above 92% of provisional results were agreeable, which is hugely positive and shows that there was a greater development in understanding between IA1 to IA2, which is something to be celebrated the final column (percentage both less and greater) indicates those cohorts where there was a mix of upward and downward movement in a single criterion (inconsistent application) of which there was only 7% for the IA2 exam, which is most likely from errors made in the application of the ISMG or percentage cutoff calculations.



Effective practices Practices to strengthen
• the balance of multiple-choice, 

single-word, sentence, short-
paragraph and calculation 
responses

• clear instructions regarding the 
scope of information and 
connection to Unit 3 subject matter

• appropriately constructed CF and 
CUF items that align with the 
syllabus construct

• items avoiding unnecessary 
repetition of cognitions 

• items with appropriate scale
• marking schemes are accurate      

and clearly structured

IA2: Examination (25%)

The match of evidence revealed some effective practices and practices 
that need strengthening.

Assessment decisions: Accuracy and consistency

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In IA2, 92.31% of provisional results were confirmed. However, there are still some areas to strengthen. On the slide are some recommendations to assist schools with assessment decisions. Reflection questionsWhat does effective matching of individual elements mean to you?How can task design contribute to strengthening practice as per the slide?How can you ensure complex familiar (CF) and complex unfamiliar (CUF) items align with the syllabus construct?How do you check items are an appropriate scale?How can you ensure marking schemes are accurate? The samples over the next few slides will elaborate on the advice.What does effective matching of individual elements mean to you?Using the percentage cut-off correctly by adding up the marks correctly and then dividing that by the total marks to obtain the student’s percentage Then highlighting the ISMG at the corresponding percentage, ensuring the greater than symbol aligns. How can you ensure CF and CUF items align with the syllabus construct?- Use the syllabus degree of difficulty table on page 45 under the Mark allocation.  How do you check items are an appropriate scale?Do the assessment yourself as the classroom teacher.If it takes too long, then narrow the scope.If it can’t be completed in the conditions, then the scale is too large.Use the syllabus guidelines on page 45 under Conditions. Length: 800–1000 words in total or equivalent, includinga number of multiple-choice, single-word or sentence response itemsa number of short-paragraph response items of 50–150 words per itema number of items requiring calculations.How can you ensure marking schemes are accurate? marking schemes:correctly add up to the totalclearly address the allocation of marks, which clearly match each mark to a valued feature of the expected response. Do not use fractional marksuse of percentage cut-offs:schools use the percentage cut-offs from the ISMG to determine the final mark out of 25.



IA2: Examination (25%)
Sample response

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
These student response excerpts have been included to demonstrate a high-level response to an explanation question based on :airport design considerationsVFR and IFR differences including diagrams representing visual meteorological conditions.Factors that make this response adept, coherent and logical are:the solutions posed are coherent, logical and in line with the schools marking schemethe sketches unpack the airport design consideration and relationships in a very/highly skilled and well thought out waywhere both sketches show proficient understanding.Adept: very/highly skilled or proficient at something; expert Coherent: having a natural or due agreement of parts; connected; consistent; logical, orderly; well-structured and makes sense; rational, with parts that are harmonious; having an internally consistent relation of parts Logical: rational and valid; internally consistent; reasonable; reasoning in accordance with the principles/rules of logic or formal argument; characterised by or capable of clear, sound reasoning; (of an action, decision, etc.) expected or sensible under the circumstances 



IA2: Examination (25%)
Sample response

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This student response excerpt has been included to demonstrate: a high-level response to a question that requires feedback loops.Factors that make this response adept, insightful and accurate are:the response demonstrates a precise understanding of the relationships in complex situations and is in line with the school’s marking schemethe response breaks down in order to identify the essential elements with regard to customer satisfaction and dissatisfaction the causal loops are very/highly skilled and well thought out and show proficient understanding.Adept: very/highly skilled or proficient at something; expertInsightful: showing understanding of a situation or process; understanding relationships in complex situations; informed by observation and deductionAccurate: precise and exact; to the point; consistent with or exactly conforming to a truth, standard, rule, model, convention or known facts; free from error or defect; meticulous; correct in all details Analyse: dissect to ascertain and examine constituent parts and/or their relationships; break down or examine in order to identify the essential elements, features, components or structure; determine the logic and reasonableness of information; examine or consider something in order to explain and interpret it, for the purpose of finding meaning or relationships and identifying patterns, similarities and differences 



IA2: Examination (25%)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This student response excerpt has been included to show:a high-level response to complex unfamiliar question-based VFR and IFR differences, including diagrams representing visual meteorological conditions.Factors that make this response accurate and discriminating, discerning and critical are:the response demonstrates a precise understanding of the relationships in complex situations and is in line with the school’s marking schemethe response made judgments about the quality of the airline's current safety practices within the safety maturity model  thoughtful and astute choices were made when the specific factors and essential elements were broken down, such as ‘management needs to take responsibility to assess the risks and hazards and their likelihood and severity’ as a whole, the response analysed the implications and limitations and evaluated each element in order to form a skillful judgment with meritthe flow chart is very/highly skilled and well thought out and shows proficient understanding.Accurate: precise and exact; to the point; consistent with or exactly conforming to a truth, standard, rule, model, convention or known facts; free from error or defect; meticulous; correct in all details Discriminating: differentiating; distinctive; perceiving differences or distinctions with nicety; possessing discrimination; perceptive and judicious; making judgments about quality; having or showing refined taste or good judgment Discerning: discriminating; showing intellectual perception; showing good judgment; making thoughtful and astute choices; selected for value or relevance Critical: involving skillful judgment as to truth, merit, etc.; involving the objective analysis and evaluation of an issue in order to form a judgment; expressing or involving an analysis of the merits and faults of a work of literature, music or art; incorporating a detailed and scholarly analysis and commentary (of a text); rationally appraising for logical consistency and merit Evaluate: make an appraisal by weighing up or assessing strengths, implications and limitations; make judgments about ideas, works, solutions or methods in relation to selected criteria; examine and determine the merit, value or significance of something based on criteria 	



IA2: Examination (25%)

Clearly annotated with 
correct application of the 
percentage cut-off. 

Clearly annotated with 
ticks, crosses and numeric 
mark. 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
These student response excerpts have been included to demonstrate: the correct application of percentage cut-off calculationsclear annotations with ticks, crosses and numeric marks. 



Reflection

Reflection questions
• Think about how your students 

are implementing the problem-
solving process. Is their work truly 
iterative?

• Has the information revealed any 
specific areas of improvement in 
your own practice?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Additional informationTeachers should use the strategies identified in the QCE and QCIA policy and procedures handbook to:  ensure care is taken when uploading marking scheme files, as version control was an issue where the marking schemes provided did not match the endorsed task in terms of questions or marks allocatedensure the endorsed task delivered is unaltered from the QCAA’s Endorsement application or ensure any amendments to the task are approved through the Endorsement application prior to distributioncreate cross-marking opportunities within the community of practice to check that marks are added correctly with the percentage cut-offs applied accurately for each sampleuse the ISMG from the syllabus without any changespromote academic integrity to ensure that student responses clearly demonstrate their students’ own achievement.



IA3: Project — folio (25%)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Please consider the assessment decisions overview for the IA3 project folio provided on the slide. Looking at the Percentage agreement with provisional, Percentage less than and Percentage greater than columns, you notice that: above 92% of provisional results were agreeable, which is hugely positive and shows that there was a greater development in understanding from IA1 and IA2 to IA3, which is something to be celebratedthere are some minor discrepancies the 4th column (percentage less) indicating cohorts where there was downward movement in a single criterion (inconsistent application) of which there was 7%. This was most likely 1 mark difference for either Criterion 3 or 4the final column (percentage both less and greater) indicates those cohorts where there was a mix of upward and downward movement in a single criterion (inconsistent application) of which there was only 7% for the IA3 project folio, which is most likely from errors made in the application of the ISMG, e.g. the whole performance level at the 6–7-mark range was highlighted, yet a provisional mark of 6 was awarded, when it should have been a provisional mark of 7 given the whole performance level was met.



Effective practices Practices to strengthen
• gave opportunity to demonstrate 

understanding of the subject matter 
for the unit and topics covered

• provided a context relating to the 
subject matter 

• contained authentication strategies

• address topics as required by the 
syllabus 

• address all assessment specifications
• opportunities for unique responses
• appropriate scale

IA3: Project — folio (25%)

The match of evidence revealed some effective 
practices and practices that need strengthening.

Assessment decisions: Accuracy and consistency

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Initially, 84.62% of provisional results were confirmed. However, there are still some areas to strengthen. The slide has some recommendations to assist schools with assessment decisions. Reflection questionsWhat does effective matching of individual elements mean to you?How can task design contribute to strengthening practice as per the slide?What are some strategies to ensure students provide a unique response? How can you ensure the scale of the assessment is appropriate? The samples over the next few slides will elaborate on the advice.What does effective matching of individual elements mean to you? Criterion 1: Retrieving and comprehending — competent symbolisation and appropriate explanation of some ideas, a solution and relationships in relation to aircraft performance systems and/or human factors with visual frameworks, causal and feedback loops, flow charts, diagrams, sketches and/or pictures. The ISMG requires that a response provides a range of:visual frameworks, e.g. systems diagrams and models (mind maps)causal and feedback loops flow charts diagrams sketches and/or picturesThus, without a range of these parts it is difficult for students to access the performance levels above the mid to top mark ranges. Furthermore, in Criterion 2 — Analysing, if there is no determination of some solution success criteria in response to the problem the ability for students to access the mid and high performance levels becomes very challenging. In Criterion 3 — Synthesising and evaluating, if there are no elements of data to assess the feasibility of the proposal presented, the ability for students to access the performance levels above the 2–3-mark range again becomes really difficult. When addressing language and reference conventions, it important that students are aware that:written communication uses language, symbols and texts to communicate ideas, solutions and information to specified audiences and should include specialised language and terminology to communicate in aerospace contexts reference conventions require a recognised system of in-text referencing and a reference list as determined in the school policy. When developing scaffolding and drafting strategies:teachers provide feedback on one draft. They may provide feedback on the draft response in a variety of ways: in writing or orally, to an individual or to the whole class, and/or through questioning. When drafting project folios, it is best practice to not break Part A and Part B into multiple one draft sections and is more appropriate to complete a draft once both Part A and Part B are complete to ensure continuity across the entire project folio providing feedback is a consultative process, not a marking process. Feedback on a draft must not compromise the authenticity of student work.How can task design contribute to strengthening practice as per the slide?- greater understanding of the requirements of cognitions and qualifiers and their relationship to the specifications  - use language conventions, specific vocabulary and language features- use referencing conventions to practise ethical scholarship for particular purposes- scaffolding and drafting strategies. What are some strategies to ensure students provide a unique response? Allow some choice in the type of aircraft that students could choose from when modifying an aircraft cockpit designs to support greater pilot situational awareness during unusually stressful operational circumstancesAllow some choice when planning a multi-stage flight with diversions taking into account altitude density, airspace, take-off and landing performance tasks and weather, e.g. airports within designated area or type of aircraft with different fuel capacity's Allow some choice when investigating a case study of an aircraft accident associated with human factors to develop an education program (e.g. in a multimedia format) to provide to an aerospace industry stakeholder, e.g. use a timeframe of allowable case studies between 2010 and 2020 for students to choose fromHow can ensure the scale is appropriate? Do the assessment yourself as the classroom teacher.If it takes too long, then narrow the scope.If it can’t be completed in the conditions, then the scale is too large.



IA3: Project — folio (25%)
Analysing 4 – 5 marks)
• considered analysis of 

the aircraft 
performance systems 
and/or human factors 
problem and relevant 
aerospace systems, 
technology, and 
research information in 
relation to aircraft 
performance systems 
and/or human factors to 
identify the relevant 
elements, components 
and features, and their 
relationship to the 
structure of the problem

• logical determination 
of effective solution 
success criteria for the 
aircraft performance 
systems and/or human 
factors problem.

Sample response

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This student response excerpt has been included to demonstrate:careful and deliberate thought to distinguish the problem characteristics using aerospace systems, technology and research information with a clear and sound reasoning of the problem characteristics to establish success criteria.Factors that make this response accurate, discriminating and logical are:the response demonstrates a precise understanding and relationships of complex aircraft performances systems and situations the response made judgments about the quality of the aircraft's performance the success criteria was rational, valid and provided a descriptive list of essential features against which success could be measuredthe visual framework was very/highly skilled and well thought out and showed proficient understanding of the systems in place. Accurate: precise and exact; to the point; consistent with or exactly conforming to a truth, standard, rule, model, convention or known facts; free from error or defect; meticulous; correct in all details Discriminating: differentiating; distinctive; perceiving differences or distinctions with nicety; possessing discrimination; perceptive and judicious; making judgments about quality; having or showing refined taste or good judgment Adept: very/highly skilled or proficient at something; expert Logical: rational and valid; internally consistent; reasonable; reasoning in accordance with the principles/rules of logic or formal argument; characterised by or capable of clear, sound reasoning; (of an action, decision, etc.) expected or sensible under the circumstances Success criteria: a descriptive list of essential features against which success can be measured; the compilation of criteria involves literacy skills to select and use appropriate terminology Causal chain: an ordered sequence or chain of events where one event is dependent on a previous event Flow charts: diagrams that show step-by-step progression through a procedure or system especially using connecting lines, arrows and a set of conventional symbols; used to illustrate a solution model to a given problem Visual framework: diagrams that model and examine a system beyond individual events to investigate patterns of behaviour (changes over time), underlying structures (organisation and relationship between system elements) and mental models 



IA3: Project — folio (25%)
Sample response

Analysing 4 – 5 marks)

• considered analysis of 
the aircraft 
performance systems 
and/or human factors 
problem and relevant 
aerospace systems, 
technology, and 
research information in 
relation to aircraft 
performance systems 
and/or human factors 
to identify the relevant 
elements, components 
and features, and their 
relationship to the 
structure of the 
problem

• logical determination 
of effective solution 
success criteria for the 
aircraft performance 
systems and/or human 
factors problem.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This student response excerpt has been included to illustrate:the relationships between the elements, components and features of the aircraft performance systems problem, including contributing factors and areas of weakness.Aspects that make this sample a considered analysis are:the researched information has been formed after careful and deliberate thoughtthe advantages and disadvantages have been discussed and align with the structure of the problem the analysed research information helps inform the solution and directly relates to the success criteria  the response identifies the essential elements with regard to the strengths and weaknesses of each aircraft. Analyse: dissect to ascertain and examine constituent parts and/or their relationships; break down or examine in order to identify the essential elements, features, components or structure; determine the logic and reasonableness of information; examine or consider something in order to explain and interpret it, for the purpose of finding meaning or relationships and identifying patterns, similarities and differences Relevant: bearing upon or connected with the matter in hand; to the purpose; applicable and pertinent; having a direct bearing on Considered: formed after careful and deliberate thought 



IA3: Project — folio (25%)
Sample response

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This student response excerpt has been included to demonstrate: coherent and logical synthesis of relevant aerospace systems, technology, research information and ideas to propose a possible aircraft performance system and/or human factors solutionpurposeful generation of an aircraft performance system and/or human factors solution to provide valid data to critically assess the feasibility of a proposal. Aspects that make this coherent and logical, and purposeful and valid are:there is accurate and valid data that critically assesses the feasibility of proposal, e.g. flight planning and cost summariesthe data provided had been refined using the success criteria to show some areas of weakness and discussed the significant steps taken to address the feasibility of the aircraft performance solutionthat recommendations have been provided based on the data created.  Coherent: having a natural or due agreement of parts; connected; consistent; logical, orderly; well-structured and makes sense; rational, with parts that are harmonious; having an internally consistent relation of parts Logical: rational and valid; internally consistent; reasonable; reasoning in accordance with the principles/rules of logic or formal argument; characterised by or capable of clear, sound reasoning; (of an action, decision, etc.) expected or sensible under the circumstances Purposeful: having an intended or desired result; having a useful purpose; determined; resolute; full of meaning; significant; intentional Data: documented information or evidence of any kind that lends itself to scientific interpretation; data may be quantitative or qualitative 



IA3: Project — folio (25%)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This student response excerpt has been included to show: evidence of critical evaluation and discerning refinement of ideas and a solution using success criteria to make astute recommendations justified by data and research evidence. Aspects that make this sample critical and discerning are:the response demonstrates a precise understanding of the relationships in complex situations and directly relates to the succuss criteriathat the ideas and solution have been refined using the success criteria, which had been made through thoughtful and astute choices highlighting numerous safety attributes as a whole, the response analysed the implications and limitations and evaluated each element in order to form a skillful judgment with merit. Critical: involving skillful judgment as to truth, merit, etc.; involving the objective analysis and evaluation of an issue in order to form a judgment; expressing or involving an analysis of the merits and faults of a work of literature, music, or art; incorporating a detailed and scholarly analysis and commentary (of a text); rationally appraising for logical consistency and merit Discerning: discriminating; showing intellectual perception; showing good judgment; making thoughtful and astute choices; selected for value or relevanceData: documented information or evidence of any kind that lends itself to scientific interpretation; data may be quantitative or qualitative Evaluate: make an appraisal by weighing up or assessing strengths, implications and limitations; make judgments about ideas, works, solutions or methods in relation to selected criteria; examine and determine the merit, value or significance of something, based on criteria 



Reflection

Reflection questions:
• Think about how your students 

are implementing the problem-
solving process. Is their work truly 
iterative?

• Has the information revealed any 
specific areas of improvement in 
your own practice?

Any questions – please phone or email the PEO.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Additional informationTeachers should use the strategies identified in the QCE and QCIA policy and procedures handbook to:encourage students to engage with the full problem-solving process, e.g. allow adequate time and folio space for the evaluation and refinement of a solution, including clear documentation of the evaluation processcontinue to take care when uploading files to the Confirmation application in the QCAA Portal. They should ensure all required documents are included and all pages are orientated correctlypromote academic integrity to ensure that student responses clearly demonstrate their students’ own achievement.And seek further guidance from the PEO if required regarding subject matter, endorsement and confirmation processes. 



Contact details
Alan Kemp
PEO, Technologies Learning Area Unit

T +61 7 3864 0455
E AerospaceSystems@qcaa.qld.edu.au

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes


mailto:AerospaceSystems@qcaa.qld.edu.au


www.instagram.com/myqce/www.linkedin.com/company/queensland-
curriculum-and-assessment-authority

www.pinterest.com/QCAA_edu

www.youtube.com/user/TheQCAAtwitter.com/QCAA_eduwww.facebook.com/qcaa.qld.edu.au

QCAA social media

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
A great way to ensure that you have access to all the information coming out of the QCAA is to follow us on our social platforms.

https://www.instagram.com/myqce/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/queensland-curriculum-and-assessment-authority
http://www.pinterest.com/QCAA_edu
http://www.youtube.com/user/TheQCAA
https://twitter.com/QCAA_edu
http://www.facebook.com/qcaa.qld.edu.au
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